
Month
Lesson / 

Content / Name of the 
Book 

Expected Learning Objective  Activities/FAs Planned

१. सँडवीच 
Exercise from the lesson

Learn more words in Marathi about 
food.Correct pronounciation of certain 
words

Recitation, Discuss about your 
favorate food

२. मधल  सु ट  
 meanings, exercise 
from the book

Learn new words. Sentence formation. Discuss in Marathi about short 
break and long break 

३. पावसात भजूया
 meanings, understand 
the difficult words, 
pronounciation

Learn new words related to rain.  
Describe the rainy season.

Discuss your experience about 
rainy season

Exercise from the lesson 
पावसात भजूया

Paragraph writing about the rainy 
season

FA: Draw a picture of a rainy 
season and write 10 words that 
describe rainy season

Recap about the 
previous lessons, 
Reading the lesson

Recap as well as Read the lesson Recite the poem

समानाथ  श द, व धाथ  
श द , एकवचन , अनेकवचन 

, Picture description

Grammar Exercise , Describe the 
picture in your own words.

Make a sentence by making a 
sentence with opposite meaning 
e.g. पावभाजी तखट आहे . 
लाडू  गोड आहे.  Describe the picture

Revision of all the 
chapters. Understand 

the meanings, spellings, 
revise grammar exercise.

Learneres will solve revision 
worksheet, grammar exercise. Reading

Revision of all the 
chapters. Oral Revision Reading

FA 1

नाम
Learners will revised the concept of noun as 
they have done it in class 3, solve exercise 

based on noun
Solve exercise on noun

APRIL

JUNE
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 ४.  माझा वाढ दवस 
Learn the lesson

To increase the vocabulary
Discuss if you have been to any different 
birthday party, How do you wish to 
celebrate your birthday?

  ५. आकाश 
Meanings and solve the 
exercise from the lesson

To increase the vocabulary Draw a picture of a nature and describe it. 

Meanings and solve the 
exercise from the lesson

Understand  the words about the nature
Discuss about your experience about the 
nature. How do you feel when you go on 
mountains or visit a beach

Solve the worksheet about 
lesson आकाश  and  माझा 
वाढ दवस

To revise the lesson Reading

६. मनीमाऊ  meanings and 
exercise from the textbook

learn more words about the pet. Discuss about the pets

७. झडावंदन  meanings and 
exercise from the textbook

Learn more words about the flag. Discuss how you celebrate the flag 
hoisting in your society. Draw a flag 
and write 5 lines about it

सवनाम , solve exercise 
about pronoun

Learn pronouns.  How we use it in the 
sentence. 

make a sentence by using pronoun

२५. पुि लंग २६. ी लगं २७. 
नपुसक लगं

Explain the concept of तो ती ते e.g.   तो 
दरवाजा, ती खडक , ते पु तक

Solve the exercise from the textbook

FA 2

Revise the chapters understand the difficult words Read

Comprehension 
Learener will learn how to write 

comprehension
Read aloud the passage

Practice worksheet for 
comprehension 

Learner will solve the comprehension 
worksheet

Solve the worksheet

समानाथ  , व धाथ  श द Learner will learn the synonyms and opposite 
words 

underline the difficult words

Revise the chapters, 
question answers, 
grammar, picture 
description , 
comprehension paragraph 
writing

Learener will revise the chapters 

JULY

AUG

SEPT 



SA 1

९. फुले 
Learn the different 

names of the flowers, 
meanings

names of the flowers Find out the medicine value of 5 
flowers

Solve the exercise from 
the lesson फुले

Write Marathi and English names of the 
flower

Find out the seasons of different 
flowers e.g. Tulips in spring, Mogra 

in summer, Gulmohar in summer

११. दसरा 
 Read the lesson

Learn new words about festival, Learn 
how we celebrate Dasra in all the 

different parts of India

Discuss about the festivals in India. 
Which is the biggest festival in 

Maharashtra 

Solve the exercise from 
the lesson दसरा

Solve the exercise and write question 
and answers from the lesson Read the lesson

१०. थोर  पु ष 
Read the lesson

Learn the new meanings from the 
lesson and write question and answers 

from the lesson
Read the lesson

Revise all the 3 chapters. 
Understand the meaning.

Solve exercise worksheet

Read the lessons

FA 3

८.  िजंकल  आ ह  मॅच. 
Meanings from the 
lesson

Learner will learn new words about 
sports. 

Write 5 senetences about your 
favorate sports

Solve exercise from 
the lesson

Learner will solve exercise from the 
textbook Reading

१२. नाचणार  बाहु ल  

Learner will read the lesson and 
understand the meanings of difficult 
words Reading

Solve exercise from 
the lesson Solve exercise from the lesson

Reading, Imagine a friend and 
make a story about it

Revision of previous 
chapters

Reading ,iscussion about the 
vacation Oral Recap of previous chapters

OCT

DEC

NOV



Grammar Recap, नाम, 
सवनाम 

Solve grammar exercise Solve grammar exercise

१४. र त ेसाफ़, घरे साफ़  Learn new words from the lesson
Discuss about the cleanliness in 
your community

Solve exercise from 
the lesson

Solve exercise from the lesson, write 
meanings in the notebook

Write 5 sentences about the 
habits you need to inculcate in 
your daily life

FA 4

१५. इंिजन दादा  Learn the new words from the poem. Recitation

solve exercise from the 
lesson

Discuss about your train journey, 
solve the exercise from the textbook Discuss about train journey

Comprehension 
worksheet Solve comprehension worksheet

Solve exercise from the 
comprehension worksheet

१८. मळा Learn the new words from the lesson
Discuss about your expereince in 
the farm

Solve exercise from 
the lesson Solve the exercise from the lesson Reading

Grammar worksheet Solve Grammar worksheet Grammar exercise

Revision of all the 
chapters Solve the Revision worksheet Reading

Revision of grammar 
and all the other 
chapters

Solve the Revision grammar 
worksheet Reading

SA 2 

FEB

MARCH

JAN


